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Backlight
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Language settings
In « Settings » clic on English and on « Restore »

You can program up to 3 different profiles for 3 of your favorite games.
BACKLIGHT

To set the Keyz Tellurium’s backlight clic on LED

You can choose from 9 different backlighting modes.

The « CUSTOM MODE » enables you to choose exactly which color you want on the different zones of the keyboard.

The « VOICE RESPONSE MODE » tunes your keyboard’s backlight to the sound of the surrounding noises and even your voice !

For certain modes you can even set the speed and the direction of the backlight effect.
The Keyz Tellurium’s software enables to record macros on every key of the keyboard. With one keystroke you can activate an action that requires up to 25 keys.

To record a macro, click on « Macro »

Choose the key you want to assign a macro to.

*Here I chose the key « B »*

To reset your keyboard macros press CTRL+ ESC
A window will appear with different options:

- **Macro Key**: Assign up to 25 keys on a single key.
- **Single key**: assign a single key
- **Media key**: assign a multimedia shortcut
- **Function Key**: assign a function such as copy or paste to a key.
RECORD A MACRO

Macro Key

1. Click on “+”
2. A group will appear
3. Click on “Start Record”
4. Type the macro you want to record: up to 25 keys.
5. You can set the delay you want in-between each keystroke and the number of times the key is repeated.
6. Click on « End Record » when you’re done!

To reset your keyboard macros press CTRL+ ESC
Macro Key

7. You can organise and set your macro as you like by changing the order of the keys by clicking on the arrow and even delete some keys if you need.

8. Click on « Apply » to activate your macro!

Now each time I'll press the « b » key, « glab » will appear!

To reset your keyboard macros press CTRL+ ESC
Single Key

7. Just type in the key you want to assign.

Here I assigned the F letter to the j key. Each time I’ll press the « J » key on my keyboard the letter F will appear!

8. Click on « Apply » to activate your macro.

To reset your keyboard macros press CTRL+ ESC
Media Key

7. Chose the multimedia shortcut you want to assign.

Here I assigned the previous track function to the letter T. Each time I'll press the « T » key, the previous track will be played!

8. Click on « Apply » to activate your macro.

To reset your keyboard macros press CTRL+ ESC
Function Key

7. Choose in the menu the function you want to assign

Here I assigned the Cut function to the key « C ». When ever I press the C key, the computer will execute the Cut function.

8. Click on « Apply » to activate your macro.

To reset your keyboard macros press CTRL+ ESC